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QUESTION 1

You have configured a dynamic VPN between your datacenter and your VPC. Your router says the tunnel is up and
BGP is active, but for some reason, you are not seeing your routes propagate. 

What is most likely the issue? 

A. You need to configure the firewall for BGP. 

B. Your router does not support BFD. 

C. You need to obtain a new BGP MD5 key. 

D. You forgot to set route propagation to "yes" in the route table. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

You forgot to set route propagation to "yes" in the route table. If the route table says BGP is active and the 

tunnel is up, then you do not have a firewall issue. BFD has nothing to do with route propagation. You do 

not need a BGP MD5 key for VPN. 

 

QUESTION 2

To allow all traffic to access an instance in "Subnet 1" that uses "Security Group 1", what two options need to be
configured? (Choose two.) 

A. NACL rule allowing 0.0.0.0/0 to access "Subnet 1" 

B. Security Group rule in "Security Group 1" that allows 0.0.0.0/0 inbound 

C. Security Group rule in "Security Group 1" that allows outbound traffic to 0.0.0.0/0 

D. NACL rule allowing 0.0.0.0/0 to access "Security Group 1" 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: 

You must allow traffic through the NACL and through the Security Group to access the instance. If there is 

not an Outbound allow setup in the NACL, you may need to set that, but an outbound rule for Security 

Group 1 is not necessary as security groups are stateful. 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is running a batch process on EBS backed EC2 instances. The batch process launches few EC2 instances to
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process hadoop Map reduce jobs which can run between 50-600 minutes or sometimes for even more time. The user
wants a configuration that can terminate the instance only when the process is completed. How can the user configure
this with CloudWatch? 

A. Configure a job which terminates all instances after 600 minutes 

B. It is not possible to terminate instances automatically 

C. Set up the CloudWatch with Auto Scaling to terminate all the instances 

D. Configure the CloudWatch action to terminate the instance when the CPU utilization falls below 5% 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Amazon CloudWatch alarm watches a single metric over a time period that the user specifies and performs
one or more actions based on the value of the metric relative to a given threshold over a number of time periods. The
user can setup an action which terminates the instances when their CPU utilization is below a certain threshold for a
certain period of time. The EC2 action can either terminate or stop the instance as part of the EC2 action. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/ UsingAlarmActions.html 

 

QUESTION 4

To get started using AWS Direct Connect, in which of the following steps do you configure Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP)? 

A. Complete the Cross Connect 

B. Verify your Virtual Interface 

C. Create a Virtual Interface 

D. Submit AWS Direct Connect Connection Request 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: In AWS Direct Connect, your network must support Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and BGP MD5
authentication, and you need to provide a private Autonomous System Number (ASN) for that to connect to Amazon
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). To connect to public AWS products such as Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3, you will also
need to provide a public ASN that you own (preferred) or a private ASN. You have to configure BGP in the Create a
Virtual Interface step. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/directconnect/latest/UserGuide/ getstarted.html#createvirtualinterface 

 

QUESTION 5

DNS name resolution must be provided for services in the following four zones: The contents of these zones is not
considered sensitive, however, the zones only need to be used by services hosted in these VPCs, one per geographic
region. Each VPC should resolve the names in all zones. 
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How can you use Amazon route 53 to meet these requirements? 

A. Create a Route 53 Private Hosted Zone for each of the four zones and associate them with the three VPCs. 

B. Create a single Route 53 Private Hosted Zone for the zone company.private.and associate it with the three VPCs. 

C. Create a Route Public 53 Hosted Zone for each of the four zones and configure the VPC DNS Resolver to forward 

D. Create a single Route 53 Public Hosted Zone for the zone company.private. and configure the VPC DNS Resolver to
forward 

Correct Answer: D 
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